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Abstract
Through Jhumpa Lahiri’s immigrant stories, we are exposed to unending visual constructions which remind us that geography 
speaks loud in the art world. This paper seeks to address this point besides revealing the specificity of geographical texture of 
immigrant communities through studying signs and symbols. It is indicated that cultural signs make human landscape in New 
England the site of struggle for exclusive inscription of ideological values or the locus for dialog and appropriation of 
meaning(s) in the space. Diverse cultural landmarks which Indian migrants leave on the soil of America picture the landscape 
with metaphoric dimensions.
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1. Introduction
          Landscape reminds us that “geography is everywhere,” Denis Cosgrove (2003, p. 179) announces in his 
article “Geography is Everywhere: Culture and Symbolism in Human Landscape.” Accordingly, Charles Sanders
Peirce (1931-58) suggests that human being thinks only in signs. Landscapes are not empty, innocent, neutral and 
mute spaces, Cosgrove (2003, pp. 179-80) also writes, maintaining that they are primarily cultural and pictorial 
symbols constructed by our ways of seeing the world. Recent studies of cultural geography deal with multiplicity 
of categories imbedded in the representation and construction of our natural environment. In her works, Jhumpa 
Lahiri pictures material landscapes of Bengali immigrants in America crowded with cultural signs; namely, 
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linguistic signs take physical forms liable to be seen and touched. This renders the concept of landscape a trope, 
the performance of which is linked to the proliferation and flow of human cultures. In this study, the terms of 
geography and culture are dependant and independent variables respectively. To study the correlation between 
geography and culture and for testing the main hypothesis of this dissertation outlined hereafter, the theory and the 
fictive works of Lahiri serve as the experimental grounds. It is assumed in this research that ‘if human geography is 
related to culture-specific representations, then the landscape of Indian community in America will take 
heterotopic configurations.’ Given the above assumption,
1- This paper seeks to address the question of what purposes do the politics of representation, construction 
and control serve in the space of Lahiri’s narratives. And, 
2- What literary techniques does Lahiri employ to build up her imagined spaces and to translate spatial codes 
into her language or vice versa?
Drawing upon geographical as well as cultural studies, this paper aims to study metaphoric dimensions of 
human geography in Lahiri’s The Namesake, Interpreter of Maladies and Unaccustomed Earth.
2. Regularity Spaces
      Perhaps, by far the most important, function of ideology is to regulate the building components of space and 
to control meanings of spatial concepts as well as systems of thought in the social terrain. In order for totalizing 
ideas to maintain their dominance over the minds of the subjects, they require "material force" to help unite the 
social or cultural blocs from inside (Stuart Hall, 1983, p. 26). Cosgrove (2003, p. 179) also states that landscape 
has always been closely connected to “the ‘way of seeing’, a way of composing and harmonizing the external 
world into a ‘scene’, a visual unity.” In Lahiri’s works, developing an ideological terrain and the corresponding 
spatial regulations involve a reference to cultural and material indices. Through these regulatory tools, the 
advocators of her disciplinary spaces seek to establish norms, control their significations and to monitor the 
behavior of those who are subjects to these directives. The significations of cultural signs in the space are
dramatized by certain immigrant women and their performability is extended to the wide aspects of Lahiri’s 
immigrants’ lives in America. They are set to regulate the immigrants’ behavior in the private, family and 
community spheres. Bettina Lange (2003, p. 414) argues that these signs are “involved in the construction of 
spaces through which norms and a range of disciplinary practices can act.” By imposing visual signs on the 
material landscape, the practitioners intend to govern meanings in the space or to produce “governable spaces" 
(ibid). 
     To enforce the meanings of signs and disciplinary codes, “superimposition” is a mechanism that is harnessed 
by Lahiri and her certain Indian characters in the context of immigration. The technique works its way through
foregrounding axiomatic and value-laden emblems with underlying regulatory significances. Immigrants who 
arrive at the new geography are, by convention, supposed to get engaged in a never-ending dynamic experience of 
translating signs between double spaces of host and guest cultures; however, there are groups of Indian newcomers 
who decline to experience new way of life. They struggle to impose spaces of mother land, with their relevant 
significations, on those of the host society. In this two-layered space of ethnicity, “systems of representational 
codes [are used] for constructing and maintaining particular forms of reality within the ontological domain,” states 
Daniel Chandler (2002, p. 130) discussing Michael Foucault’s notion of language. This group of people remains
perpetual immigrants since there is limited communication between dissimilar sign systems of host and guest 
cultures. Bengali advocators of regulatory spaces push for privatizing the space and filling it exclusively with 
familiar cultural emblems. They cloud or keep out all the signs that are considered alien or incongruent to the 
value-laden homely designs of their enclave. Mrs. Sen, for example, invites us for a cultural tour in her territory to 
show how the preferred codes become dominant concept of space. Mrs. Sen’s house in America is primarily the 
space which means to secure her Indian identity through her everyday practice (Lahiri, 2000, pp. 111-35). 
      The first thing in Mrs. Sen’s house which grabs the visitors’ attention is the peculiar blade, or bonti in 
Bengali, displayed at the hands of the Indian woman or hanged tellingly at the visible corner of the kitchen. The 
rituals that accompany the blade invite the viewers to be inquisitive about its function. She says, in India, upon 
calling on the neighbors for their roles in an imminent local event, the blade is the first thing for the women to 
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seize on and to rush for contribution. When the word is sent out by the eldest respected woman in the 
neighborhood, other women must “bring their blades,” to “sit in an enormous circle on the roof of the buildings” 
and to slice a large mass of vegetables (Lahiri, 2000, p. 115). They cannot fall asleep during the night until the job 
is over. The bonti, whether used at Home or far from it, sustains common rules and understandings, it and has the 
function of centralizing the community as well as regulating the tasks. Tales around it, set against the backdrop of 
an American house and a typical American wife, also display how dutiful and skilful an Indian housewife should 
be in dealing with the housework. The depictions show that it is the hazy picture from the American life which
looks odd (Lahiri, 2000, p. 112). The polarized representations from the landscape entail superimposition of 
normalcy over oddity and regular over irregular, where no conversation seems viable. For Mrs. Sen, the drama of 
showing and narrating is to summon the rituals of the past and to inscribe their meanings in the space as a means to
govern the presence.
     In the same way, wearing saris and appearing in public is an urgent desire of Indian women to show their 
loyalty to heritage and to outshine other moving signs in the milieu. In Unaccustomed Earth, when Ruma 
compares and contrasts his father’s dressing with that of her mother after years of living in New England, she says:
“It was her mother who would have stuck out in this wet Northern [American] landscape, in her brightly colored 
saris, her dime-sized maroon bindi, her jewels” (Lahiri, 2008, p. 11). Also, when Pranab Kaku narrates his first 
encounter with a Bengali moving sign in the landscape of America, he says that it was Bengali sari of Boudi and
the accessories she wore that made him trail behind her along Massachusetts Avenue and Harvard yard and tap 
Boudi on the shoulder to inquire, in English, that she might be a Bengali woman (Lahiri, 2008, p. 61). The sari 
landscape, as it is fashioned, decorated and worn, allows the wearer to express herself in different ways. In Lahiri’s 
narratives, wearing sari is necessarily a means to represent modesty, age, sex and marital status of the female 
immigrant characters. It signifies a standardized code of culture for an Indian woman to pronounce her social 
station distinctly. Via the distinctive methods of expressing themselves and their community in the cultural scene
of America, Indian women figures are able to indicate that they have internalized the codes and conventions of 
Indoscapes. As a consequence, apparel and the “dress code” turn into a significant interpretation of culture for 
those who intend to make utmost use of it (Chandler, 2002, p. 128). 
     In Lahiri’s stories, almost all the women immigrants, after so many years of staying in the United States and 
despite long separations from their motherland, have still the echo of their grandmothers, mothers and female 
friends’ farewell words ringing in their ears. Upon leaving to America, they are warned of any sign of betrayal. For 
instance, Bengali young boys or girls, who arrive in America for studies, are supposed to return home for an 
arranged marriage. Settled Bengali families are also expected to remind the young inexperienced bachelors of the 
rules of their life in America. Any affair which may undermine the code of chaste life of Bengali youngsters is 
resented. Pranab Kaku’s example is a sign of irregularity in the eyes of Indian mothers (Lahiri, 2008, pp. 60-83). 
We are told that there was no sign of Indian rituals in Pranab’s wedding ceremony. Since there were no Sanskrit 
vows in the event and no Indian meal was offered, and because few Indian women attended the ceremony in their 
local attire, the immigrant mothers did not acknowledge it as a formal event supposed to bind the couple together.
For a hardliner community, the code of marriage is cherished with its homogeneous features. Deregulation of the 
community’s accepted norms is a violation of the traditional value system and is associated with ruptures with 
origin. Similar in practice, the landscape of mixed marriages, in the eyes of Bengali women, is a doomed affair.
Pranab’s marriage with a western girl is seriously censured, and since he did not marry an Indian girl, “He is 
throwing his life away,” Usha’s mother told every member of Bengali society in America (Lahiri, 2008, p. 73).
     In the face of these challenges to the integrity of their living spaces overseas, some uncompromising Indian
women hold tightly onto the ordinance of tradition and pursue its commands seriously. They have obligations to 
cherish Hindu rituals, to observe its lessons, to eat religiously-permitted food and to wear decent clothes in the 
company of familiar and strangers in the alien soil. Ashima is a responsible Bengali woman who, by her vows, is 
committed to stick to the principles of Indoscapes in the geography of other. Her grandmother was not scared and 
did not consider her departure to America as a risk to change. She has given her words to her grandma, has 
lowered her head to the portrait of grandfather and, as a sign of devotion, she “has bent down to touch the dust of 
her dida’s feet to her head” (Lahiri, 2003, p. 37). The story reveals: “Unlike her parents and her other relatives, her 
grandmother had not admonished Ashima not to eat beef or wear shirts or cut off her hair or forget her family the 
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moment she landed in Boston” (ibid). Her granny “had not been fearful of such signs of betrayal; she was the …
person [to] predict, rightly, that Ashima would never change” (ibid). Chandler (2002, p. 124) argues that the
prohibition of certain cultural activities for certain groups of community is aimed to map them onto the categories 
of social differentiation. Ashima and her friends utilize these signs of dissimilarity to control the space to their own 
advantage, to resonate their collective voice and to exhibit their united standing in the distant soil. 
     In Cambridge, every weekend afternoons, those women who come from Calcutta and who have looked for 
their countrymen in New England in many ways, meet each other in Ashima’s place. Dressed in saris, they prepare 
“to drink tea with sugar and evaporated milk and eat shrimp cutlets fried in saucepans”, to sing songs by Indian 
artists, e.g., Tagore, to play harmonium from homely lyrics, to review the recipes of mothers and grandmothers, 
and to argue about the Indian movies and its politics (Lahiri, 2003, p. 38). They fervently and riotously argue over 
the policies of “The CPIM versus the Congress party, North Calcutta versus south” (ibid).  In such an instance, 
depiction and narration of cultural signs of the micro landscape of Indian gathering is dramatized far more apparent 
and visible than those of the macro landscape of the American Cambridge city. In her dissertation, To Ma (2009, p. 
3) elaborates on the struggles by the immigrants to inscribe their cultural specificities on American soil, stating that 
“Asian immigrants have consistently carved their identities into exciting city fabrics.” The image of Bengali 
community imposed on the murky background of Cambridge means to highlight the meaning of one moment and 
to conceal that of another. The scene is pictured as the trope based on the presence and absence of ethnic 
preferences. Mastery of superimposition, in this context, aims at drawing a textual map from the community of 
Bengali gathering, the built-in propositions of which determine its contours. Hall (1989b, p. 446) argues that these 
symbolic boundaries and their denotative outlines are impassable and untranslatable in the divided spaces. 
      In fact, consecrating cultural practices as the self-evident truth seek to regulate the subjects’ behavior in the 
private or public spheres and to plot their standings vis-à-vis others. Besides, axiomatic signs, posed as practical in 
the immigrants’ lives in this study, serve to police specific ideological norms in the multicultural context. Anyone 
who joins the Indoscapes is cognizant, by rule and by instinct, about “the boundaries of behavior and the 
appropriate codes of conduct” (Cosgrove, 2003, p. 180). Similarly, when, in the community of Bengali 
immigrants, the assumed rules are disregarded and their outlines are obscured, deviation and “transgression is 
observed, and disapproval is clearly registered” (ibid). Despite the changes that passage of time has inflicted on the 
lives of the Bengali immigrant circle and their children, the codes of behavior still have legitimacy in their 
community. In the wedding ceremony of Gogol and Moushumi, dominantly a Hindu ritual, the bride’s mother
never dawdles in mind to shoot a disproval look at her daughter who has changed sari for the American-style 
clothes with her shoulders bare (Lahiri, 2003, p. 223). William Norton (2003, p. 97) states that, in the classic 
cultural geography, identity is supposed to be expressed more assertively. Also, deliberate conceptualization of the 
Hindu landscape “serves as mapped meanings that convey culture-laden messages,” (Susan Walcott, 2006, p. 84). 
This aims at “patterning of space that imposes structured order to convey cultural meanings” (ibid) with
ideological overtones and idealized forms of signification.  
       In essence, first generation of Indian immigrant women are stuck out in the American landscape, through 
their make-ups, accents, culinary practices and traditional saris to sketch the interior mental mappings of meaning 
into the exterior indexical outlines. They start from the signified to decide on the signifiers. As they walk out to the 
streets of America, they are marked immediately. They do it deliberately in an attempt to visualize the dimensions 
of space specific to cultural and ideological priorities. In this way, the landscape is marked with similarities and 
dissimilarities, desires and concerns, and with the expression of who they are and who they are not. Lahiri casts 
light on the features of Indoscapes in the geography of New England to sketch foreground and background, insider 
and outsider, as well as self and other from the standpoint of certain Bengali immigrants. These Indian women find 
it a shelter, for all of the members of their circle, to resort to their cultural attachments overseas. In the strictly
controlled space, the subjects are not permitted to deviate from the self-evident regulations. They are expected to 
adhere to a standard indexical language of signs through which the order and grammar of their existence is defined 
and fragmentations are set in tune. Via these axioms, privileges are justified and non-familiar signs are considered 
as illegitimate and irregular. Human geography, in Lahiri’s narratives, is an ambivalent space which can also be 
read as a locus of interaction and dialog as opposed to the cultural distance and detachment.
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3. Hyphenated Spaces
     The term ‘hyphenated space’, in this study, signifies a material landscape comprised of compound elements 
compatible with multiple and alternative significations, values and identities. Besides the representation of 
regulatory spaces, Lahiri’s fiction is a display of the spatial elements combined and separated by hyphen as if they 
were the symbols of interdependence or the constructions of halves and parts. As for the story of Mr. Pirzada, Lilia 
plays an active role in juxtaposing diverse cultural signs to build dialogical spaces (Lahiri, 2000, pp. 23-42). Placed 
at the doorsteps of the Americans on the Halloween Eve, pumpkin is normally used as a jack-o-lantern and is 
decorated by the westerners in a way to scare people away. In the story, this culture-specific symbol is turned into 
a modified sign of ambivalence and mixed-ness in the New England landscape by southeastern Asian immigrants. 
Lilia, contributed by her mother, father and Mr. Pirzada, puts new marks on the pumpkin and follows curious 
process of distortion and appropriation. The vegetable is deformed, its interior is gutted and its content is removed. 
Lilia and Mr. Pirzada follow their own preferences and draw unique and different shapes against the surface and 
then carve them for eyes, eyebrows, nose and mouth. For the exposure of the teeth, Lilia decides on a 
“compromise”, saying that “I drew a kind of grimace, straight across, neither mournful nor friendly” so that it
should not scare people away (Lahiri, 2000, p. 36). The end product is a metaphor to accommodate differences and 
to include diversity of specificities. 
    Jaydeep Sarangi (2002, p. 117) suggests that there are moments in Lahiri’s stories which serve as “the 
gateways into the large submerged territory of cross-culturalism. It is a metaphor to share cultures … something 
that will allow them/us to share instead of dividing what is on either side.” As the spatial element at the doorstep of 
the Bengali immigrant family, the appropriated jack-o-lantern is turned into the site of ambivalence in terms of
cultural show. By the altered landscape of the Halloween Eve, Lahiri means to show that the pumpkin has been, 
partially, removed from its American form and content and has been replaced by other features. For the local 
viewers who are used to the fearsome posture of this cultural sign, the altered scene lacks the emotion and is void 
of any scary significance. Instead, new expression is added to the figure, signifying a compromise between 
stranger and familiar. We are invited to watch a hyphenated Indian-American symbol in a heterogeneous landscape
standing markedly for the inclusive traits and mixed dreams. This is the moment of “articulation” of differences 
that Hall follows earnestly in his contemporary cultural studies. Discussing the formation of the spaces of 
ethnicity, Hall (1989b, p. 448) asserts that migrant subjectivities and ethnic identities are predicated on “difference 
and diversity” as well as “recombination and hybridization.”
     Refiguring the Halloween landscape and adding further unfamiliarity to the context is even magnified as 
Lilia takes a tour with her American “trick-or-treating partner” in the neighborhood (Lahiri, 2000, p. 36). Although 
both of them wore the same “black caps fashioned from dyed pillowcase and conical hats”, shaded their faces the 
same color “green with a broken eye shadow” (Lahiri, 2000, p. 37), and although Lilia’s Indian countenance was 
decorated by the homely features of the occasion, she was readily recognizable as a foreign contributor thanks to 
her genetic inheritance. The Indian girl both appeared as the site of discord in the Halloween context and added a 
hue to it. Several people, to whose houses the two witches referred, called Lilia “an Indian witch” and said that 
they had never seen one like her in the Halloween festivals before (Lahiri, 2000, p. 39). The term that the 
Americans used to describe Lilia was the expression of mixed-ness and a phrase for hyphenation. At the end of the 
day, when Lilia headed back to her home, she felt contended with the tour and the transactions therein, saying that 
she “traded” the traits of Halloween and was “satisfied” (Lahiri, 2000, p. 40). Not only she appeared in the attire 
specific to the occasion and not only she celebrated the festival and actively played her part in that, but also she 
gained much from it. She laid claims to this cultural ritual and left her marks as a non-western and non-American 
on the landscape of Halloween. 
     The drama of Halloween festival indicates that its orchestrators juxtapose and articulate signs from two 
cultures to the effect of concession. The created picture is a space which has less to do with the authenticity of the 
signified than with the dialogic performance of signifiers. The representation seeks to dramatize the instability of 
transcendental signified and the split in the structure of apriori signification. In such a space, neither Lilia nor her 
partner, neither the Indian family nor the Americans push for the containment of cultural differences. They do not
consider the Halloween landscape as the exotic locale of other as we encounter in certain totalizing moments in 
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Lahiri’s stories. We are allowed , instead, to see that in order for the cultural communication to take place, trade of 
traits is a requirement. In other words, when the American symbol of pumpkin is distorted and appropriated, it is 
meant to construct a symbol of integrated attributes whereby inclusion, but not containment, is celebrated. Susan P. 
Mains (2004, p. 71) deservedly brings the importance of interactive flow of cultures under the spotlight by saying 
that in a dialogic space “conversation poses significant practices and mediums through which we can negotiate 
cultural landscapes.” What is pictured by Lahiri in describing altered features of the ceremony is an instance of 
articulation as a new experience in the lives of the emerging generation of immigrants who are tasked to obscure
exclusive representations from the western occasion.
     Moreover, the wedding ceremony of the Indian couple, Gogol and Moushumi in The Namesake, turns into 
another moment of articulated ethnic differences. The event, which is divided into two sequences of official Hindu 
ceremony and unofficial reception feast, makes it possible to picture two styles of life in one shot. At first, “There 
is an hour-long watered-down Hindu ceremony” with Indian bride and groom sitting cross-legged, Shenai music 
playing, “cluster of mashis and meshos” surrounding them and a Brahmin priest ready to conduct the official vows 
(Lahiri, 2003, p. 222). The setting is further Indianized when Gogol and Moushumi are dressed in the Indian gown 
and sari respectively and celebrate collective desire of the Bengalis in the party. However, as the official religious 
ceremony comes to an end, the scene is opened to the inclusion of a variety. For the reception, the Indian groom 
changes into a suit and the Indian bride into a gown with her bare shoulder exposed. We are invited, by Lahiri, to 
see the wedding ceremony host the countless number of people with Indian and American origins. The participants
enjoy Indian and western music, meals and drinks from both cultures and the company of each other. The newly-
wed couple who looked intensely Indian at first, later, with significant changes in dressing and make-ups, looked
more American. The occasion, in Peirce (1931-58) terms, is “dialogical in form.”
       Likewise, marriage of immigrants’ children with the natives gains significant dialogic dimension in the 
New England society. Akash, in Unaccustomed Earth, is a product of the marriage of an Indian woman with an 
American man and has changed the interior view of the couple’s house. When looked at in close, he has long 
lashes and round cheeks reminding the grandfather of his own children when they were young (Lahiri, 2008, p. 
51). He has also inherited the curling golden hair from his white father to make him look “half-Bengali” (Lahiri, 
2008, p. 54). Akash’s mixed and contingent identity is further spotlighted when the grandfather says although his 
grandson has “direct biological connection” with him, Akash does not have a Bengali surname (Lahiri, 2008, p.
54). It seems for the grandfather that Akash’s Bengali-American identity has made the child a multi-sided entity. In 
his interview with Grosseberg (1986, p. 137), Hall pictures the space of immigrants’ children in new geography 
and asserts that they are neither soft enough to be totally melted in the cultural pot, nor hard enough to be 
differentiated in all aspects of cultural practices. Hall (1992, p. 287) also states that immigrants’ generations “make 
the borders passable [although] it is not absolute rupture,” the moment of which Lahiri’s typical young characters 
are the architects in the adopted land.
       With Akash, Lilia and other representatives of the symbolic balanced space, Lahiri juxtaposes the traits of 
each culture and lets both mergers and distinctions be celebrated. The view emerges as a rejection of binarized
moment of either/or and a revel at the collective instance of both & and. The “New Times seem to have gone 
global and local at the same moment … without, of course, thinking of it as something permanent, fixed or 
essential” (Hall, 1989a, p. 236). Representations from the facts of younger Indian immigrant generations and the 
hybridized identities communicate no instance of division and divided loyalties, but richness and addition. Lahiri 
(2006, pp. 104-5) says that “when I first started writing I was not conscious that my subject was an Indian-
American experience. What drew me to my craft was the desire to force the two worlds I occupied to mingle on the 
page as I was not brave enough, or mature enough, to follow in life. My first book was published in 1999, and 
around then, on the cusp of a new century, the term ‘Indian-American’ has become part of the country’s 
vocabulary…. As an adult, I accepted that a bicultural upbringing is a rich but imperfect thing.” In Lahiri’s fiction, 
reality of young immigrants’ lives in New England is a demonstration of articulated and “rich but imperfect” (ibid) 
cultural signs.     
     Lahiri’s description of the hyphenated space of young Bengalis in America expounds the geography as the 
host of negotiated terms. Illustrations from the blended signs make the space sound plural and heterogeneous, 
which projects itself as an antidote to the holistic, original and unified representations from a community. Lahiri 
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shows that Bengali immigrants have carried their cultural baggage from home to station in America and share it 
with the Americans. Once received by the host culture, diverse range of scenic materials, specific to the migrants’ 
tradition, are accommodated in the surrounding environment. In the case of Indian-American landscape, the trend 
gravitates towards bricolage construction of the space or a volunteered joint of differences, which, in Hall’s (1992, 
p. 293) studies, is translated into a “‘bricoleur effect’ as fragments and emblems … [are] reassembled” to display a 
particular cultural interaction. It is an attempt to visualize and acknowledge the authenticity of selection and 
combination, i.e., selecting the signs from both Indian and American cultures, say, in Halloween festival, and 
combining them together. In her paper, Bandyopadhyay (2009, p. 97) comments on Lahiri, saying that “Jhumpa 
Lahiri, as a fictional writer, occupies this privileged space in between two cultures, two countries and this 
multiplicity of perspectives [is] a truly multi-dimensional existence and a multi-cultural experience….”
     Hence, emerging space of Indian immigrants turns into a locale where cultural signs are elevated to the 
syncretic symbolic order. In this space, the migrant subject experiences both roots and routes ahead. Connections 
and divisions by hyphen develop a subjectivity that refrains from absolute duality of which Cartesians are the 
advocators. The space corresponding to the hyphen is positioned somewhere in the middle of self and other, 
somewhere between Indianness and Americanness. It mingles signs of differences as well as different cultural 
traditions. Lahiri labels the moment as the richness of an immigrant experience. Her quotation from Nathaniel 
Hawthorn at the opening of Unaccustomed Earth is the prologue to her own experience in the American landscape. 
It reads: “Human nature will not flourish, any more than a potato, if it be planted and replanted, for too long a 
series of generations, in the same worn-out soil. My children have had other birthplaces, and, so far as their 
fortunes may be within my control, shall strike their roots into unaccustomed earth” (Lahiri, 2008, prologue). In 
the story, when Ruma’s father endeavours to enrich the foreign soil by planting vegetables from his ancestral 
home, he, symbolically, strikes the roots of his descendants in the unaccustomed earth to enrich and hybridize their 
nature (Lahiri, 2008, pp. 3-59). This is the dynamism built in the hyphenated landscapes which Lahiri illustrates in 
a number of her narratives.
4. Conclusion
       Human geography of the immigrants in Lahiri’s narratives was examined in this paper and it was discussed 
that cultural geography is everywhere in the author’s works performing through the representations from material 
signs. The study revealed that cultural space of immigrants is the locus of landmarks by the Bengalis signifying 
various metaphoric qualities. As for the regulatory spaces, Indian immigrant women, as the guardians of tradition,
were shown to be stuck out in the American landscape with their indexical attires, makeup and ritualistic presence. 
In the narratives under study, the superimposed Indian emblems harmonized the scene into a visual unity, forced a
systematic control over the space and inscribed preferred ideological meanings on the text of the host culture. This
led to the creation of polarized landscapes representing irreconcilable dissimilarities in terms of cultural 
specificities. The study demonstrated that immigrant advocators of the regulatory spaces, further, pushed for 
privatizing the space by filling it exclusively with the axiomatic signifieds to make it governable. It was discussed
that Lahiri also depicts human geography of newcomers as the emerging landscape of hyphenation, compatible 
with multiple significations of independence and interdependence, particulars and generals. The space was argued 
as the construction and representation of juxtaposed signs. Unlike the regulatory space which capitalized on 
superimposition of preferred cultural indices, the hyphenated space was displayed as the symbolic moment with 
the attributes in the process of articulation and negotiation. The researcher argued that the emerging cultural 
practices made merger of the signs possible but melting was not total.
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